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Investments for people and the planet
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Award-winning Triodos Impact Investment Funds invest in a range of stock market listed companies and bonds that have a positive impact on society and the environment. Invest via the tax-efficient Triodos Stocks and Shares ISA or in the funds directly.







Why Triodos impact investments?



30+ years of impact investingTriodos Investment Management, the investment arm of Triodos Bank has been providing impact investments for 30 years. With more than 750 direct investments across the globe, Triodos Investment Management has in-depth knowledge and expertise in making money work for people and planet. All €5.7bn in assets under management directly contribute to a more sustainable future (Key figures 2023).



Investing for people and planetWe believe investing should support a sustainable future. All the investments in our funds have been hand-picked by impact investing experts using a themed approach, which ensures they have a positive impact on society and the environment.



Investing for youTriodos Impact Investments are award-winning, they work hard to deliver financial returns, providing an alternative when some savings accounts' interest rates are low. Please bear in mind that your capital is at risk and you may not get back the full amount you invested. 




These are long-term investments (five or more years), as the value of your investment may go down as well as up. Currency fluctuations may also affect the value of your investment.




Award-winning investments



With 30 years' experience under our belt, we're recognised for sustainable investing.
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How does it work?



1. Understand investing
It's important to understand how investing is different from saving your money - you may not get back the amount you originally invested. We've shared some information to to help you learn more about investing. Consider seeking financial advice if you're not sure if investing is right for you.


2. Explore our funds
You can choose to invest in one or more of our four funds. You can find out more about each fund further down this page. Once your account is up and running you can place dealing instructions in internet banking or the mobile app.




3. Choose your account
You can invest in any of our funds either tax-efficiently with the Triodos Stocks and Shares ISA or with an Impact Investment Account. Opening an account only takes a few minutes in our mobile app.


4. Add money or transfer
You can invest in our funds from as little as £25 per month or a lump sum of £250. Before you start investing you’ll need to transfer money into your Cash Account by bank transfer. If you’d like to transfer in an existing ISA simply follow one of our guides.




1. Understand investing



Investing comes with risk
Investing is not the same as putting your money into a savings account – your money is at risk. Investments go up and down in value over time, so you could get back less than you originally invested. Investments should be held for the long term (five years or more).
If you’re investing within an ISA, remember that any tax benefits will depend on your circumstances and that rules can change over time. Read more about the ISA rules in our article How does a Stocks and Shares ISA work?
Investments are not covered by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme.




Investing basics
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Is investing right for me?
ColumnSix questions to ask yourself before investing.
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How does a fund work?
ColumnWe explain the basics of how funds work, and what makes the Triodos Impact Investment Funds stand out.




2. Explore our impact funds



Explore our four funds driving positive impact on society and the environment. You can choose to invest tax-efficiently with the Triodos Stocks and Shares ISA, or with an Impact Investment Account. Tax benefits of ISAs depend on your individual circumstances and may change in future.



	Triodos Pioneer Impact Fund
	Invests globally in small and medium-sized companies pioneering the transition to a sustainable economy and society
	A concentrated portfolio with a focus on innovative businesses
	Takes a higher risk approach to provide greater long-term performance potential
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	Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund
	Invests globally in large well-established companies moving towards greater sustainability
	A well-diversified portfolio investing in a variety of themes and sectors
	Offers a good balance of risk and potential returns over the long-term
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	Triodos Sterling Bond Impact Fund
	Invests in corporate, green and social bonds and UK government gilts
	Seeks businesses with good performance on environmental, social and governance issues
	Takes a more cautious approach, aiming to generate a positive impact and a stable income
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	Triodos Future Generations Fund
	Invest in small and medium-sized companies that contribute directly to the well-being and development of children
	Unique investment fund that supports UNICEF
	Takes a higher risk approach to provide greater long-term performance potential

Invest in opportunities for future generations
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3. Choose your account



Choose to invest either tax efficiently with the Triodos Stocks and Shares ISA, or with an Impact Investment Account. Tax benefits of ISAs depend on your individual circumstances and may change in future.



	Stocks and Shares ISA
	Most popular account to start investing
	Invest from as little as £25 per month or a lump sum or top up from £250, up to a maximum of £20,000 per tax year
	Any returns are tax-efficient

Tax-efficient investments in sustainable listed companies
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	Impact Investment Account
	Flexible account if you've used your ISA allowance for the current tax year or paying into an ISA with another provider
	Invest from as little as £25 per month or a lump sum or top up from £250, with no limits to the amount you can invest
	Any returns may be taxable

An investment account that supports a sustainable future
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4. Add money or transfer



Managing your investments is easy online. Use internet banking or the Triodos Mobile Banking App to manage your account, check your investments, place dealing instructions and more.



Add money to your account when you're ready to invest
	We'll set up a Cash Account for you to pay into 
	You can invest in our funds from as little as £25 per month or a lump sum of £250
	To start investing, add money to your Cash Account by Bank transfer 
	If you’d like to transfer in an existing ISA, please follow one of our guides - make sure you don't withdraw the money yourself, or your money could lose its ISA status.
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Ready to get started?



Choose your investment account



Stocks and Shares ISA 


Impact Investment Account




Investing for people and planet



Transparency is key to our award-winning Triodos Impact Investment Funds. See for yourself all of the global listed companies that we invest in – each one chosen by our expert fund managers for its positive contribution towards a more sustainable and inclusive future economy.



	Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)	1. No Poverty
	2. Zero Hunger
	3. Good health and well-being
	4. Quality Education
	5. Gender Equality
	6. Clean Water and Sanitation
	7. Affordable and Clean Energy
	8. Decent Work and Economic Growth
	9. Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure
	10. Reduced Inequality
	11. Sustainable Cities and Communities
	12. Responsible Consumption and Production
	13. Climate Action
	14. Life Below Water
	15. Life on Land
	16. Peace and Justice Strong Institutions
	17. Partnerships to achieve the Goals


	Fund	Triodos Pioneer Impact Fund
	Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund
	Triodos Sterling Bond Impact Fund
	Triodos Future Generations Fund
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This is impact investing



Our latest stories about socially responsible and impact investing
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Meet Louis - a Triodos Impact Investor
InterviewWe caught up with Impact Investment and ISA customer Louis, to find out why he chose to invest with Triodos Bank
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Changing the world one investment at a time – why young people are leading the way
Guest ContributionWe asked personal finance expert Iona Bain to investigate what impact younger investors are having on the financial sphere
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Little and often: investing for a positive future in troubled times
NewsDiscover the impact that monthly investing could have on your finances, whilst also benefitting our future globally.
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DS Smith: Innovative recycler driving the circular economy
Case StudyDS Smith buys used cardboard from large retailers and recycles it into new cardboard, saving over 360,000 trees from being cut down every year.
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 Follow us on 

 Accessibility  Privacy and cookie policy  Complaints  Website terms of use  E-commerce directive  Conflict of interest statement  Brexit notice  Financial Services Compensation Scheme  Open Banking for developers  Modern Slavery Statement  Diversity and inclusion statement 


Triodos Bank UK Ltd. Registered Office: Deanery Road, Bristol, BS1 5AS. Registered in England and Wales No. 11379025. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority under registration number 817008. Triodos Bank UK Ltd adheres to the Standards of Lending Practice, which is monitored and enforced by The Lending Standards Board. Further details can be found at  www.lendingstandardsboard.org.uk
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